
LogiLine
The SGL-standard stackable container of the Logiline range conforms to the requirements 
of the Swiss Logistics Association (Schweizerische Gesellschaft fur Logistik, SGL). It is the 
ideal container for professionals: there are about 20 different sizes and multiple variants.  
The Logiline range is designed for intensive use. It is thick-walled; coupled with its ex-
tremely robust and dimensionally stable design this means it will withstand even the most 
demanding usage for years. Thanks to its ideal space utilisation, high level of sound ab-
sorption and its high load-bearing capacity, it is very popular with major distributors, such 
as in the engineering sector, the distribution of goods, mail logistics, e-commerce or the 
food industry.
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Available sizes

Basic dimensions (L×W in mm) External height (mm)

200×150 100 145

300×200 53 101 145

400×300 53 101 145 212 278 320

600×400 56 101 145 212 278 320 412

(depending on the base design, external height +3/+6 mm)

Special types
All non-stock items are marked thus
and available on request only.
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Side wall types

Closed wall Perforated wall Wall with access opening (Vista)

Blue RAL 5002
(limited range)

Black ESD
(see section ESD)

Red RAL 3020
(limited range)

Standard colours  (Slight colour differences possible)

Grey RAL 7001
(standard)Colour code 971 Colour code 907

Colour code 905 Colour code 992

1 Closed SGL base 000
2 Closed flat base 007
3 Perforated SGL base

4 Ribbed base 611 (strengthened, 18.5 mm)
5 Ribbed base 626 (strengthened, 15 mm)
6 Perimeter ribbed base 624 (strengthened, 15 mm)
7 Ribbed base 004 (strengthened, 12 mm; only 400×300 mm)

Base types

3 4 5 6

Grip types

Shell grip Handle strips 2 open grips 4 open grips
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Logiline accessories
The Logiline range includes not only plastic containers but also the appropriate lids and 
cases. Dividers, labelling and marking, insert boxes and rollboys for easier transport com-
plement the range.

Dividers Lids

On request, hot embossing in the following colours can also be used to customise the  
design of the containers of the Logiline range:

Marking (Printing)

Blue 83/60 Black P912Green 78/603White 69/77 Yellow PA 973 Blue 84/603Red 70/60Orange P963 Orange 74/603

Rollboy

See section:  
Store Organisation

Labelling

See section: 
Labelling 

Foam Insert boxes

See section:  
Containers for small parts




